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Monday, Novembeard 15, 2010
“Nancy Reagan fell down and
broke her hair.”
-Johnny Carson

What’ll He Think Of
Next?
Brought to you by
Nathan Invincible Miller

Kanye West. Love him or
hate him, he’s probably one
of the most random celebrities out there today. Even
Lady Gaga is having a hard
time keeping up, which is
probably why she dresses
so funny. Everybody else…
well, they’re somewhere
off being normal and consequently not being looked
at weird.
Let’s recap the last few
weeks of Kanye’s brilliant
life: he sang songs on a
Delta passenger flight over
the intercom, offered up
a peace treaty to former
President Bush after slandering him all those years ago,
is supposed to perform at
the Macy’s Day Parade, and
came out with a new album
with a painting of him chilling with his phoenix on the
cover. The phoenix happens to be naked, have no
arms, and has a polka dot
tail and wings.
...see imma let you finish on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like week late tributes!

A little slice of Facebook
By Steve Whittaker ~ Daily Bull

As humans we tend to like to categorize
things - maybe it is so we more easily
keep track of things, maybe it’s because
we have OCD. With Facebook it is no
different. In this article I’m not directly
categorizing Facebook, but I am categorizing its
users. So
I present
you with
a small, incomplete
guide to
Facebook
users.

tion here. These kinds of people will
add random people they may or may
not know because they have a “hot”
profile picture.

The Limbo Master: These are the people
that have
an endless
list of unanswered
messages,
event invitations,
and friend
requests.
Rather
Stalkers/
than anCreepers:
swering
Ever yone
or even
k n o w s
looking at
one, these
messages
are the
these guys
people
just let
What a pussy, posting a picture of his cat
that go on Facethem
pile
up until
on his facebook. Lame-o...
book late at night
they have hunand creep on facebooks of members of dreds if not thousands of messages.
the opposite sex, maybe the same sex, They never answer event invitations and
if they are into that sort of thing. I’m not manage to have several at a time just
here to judge. Sometimes they are drunk, sitting in their inbox. Then all the friend
sometimes they are in their underwear. requests. The list of requests… they
Perhaps they are completely naked, and just let it stack up. I asked one of these
they might even do things I won’t men...see book-face on back

Of course you’d do this Houghton. Im about
to leave, and NOW you snow. JEEZ

Monday MAD LIBS

MONDAY MAD LIBS are a fun way to create your own story
without having to worry about word limits, censorship, or MLA citations. Think yours is the funniest? Send it our way at
BULL@MTU.EDU. If it’s good enough, we might even print it.
Here’s how it works: fill in these blanks. Then flip the Bull over to
see a paragraph with missing words - add yours! ta da!
City: ___________________________
Relationship: ____________________
Vehicle: _________________________
Verb: ___________________________
Restaurant: ______________________
Verb2: __________________________
Vehicle: _________________________
Name: __________________________
Action: _________________________
Restaurant: ______________________
Verb: ___________________________
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Couch Locked? Munchies?
No Problem, The Studio Delivers!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

... imma let you finish from front

In addition to his past antics, you
could say he leads an interesting life.
He’ll probably have committed numerous other odd disturbances before this article goes to print, which
is why I’ve attempted to predict just
a few of the things he might do next.
Feel free to imagine your own Kanye
scenarios.
-On a boating adventure in the Caribbean, Kanye wrecks his yacht on
a coral reef. Forced into a dinghy for
survival, he convinces an intern to
jump into the water and paddle the
craft to safety. The intern is eaten by
a shark. “It wasn’t even shark week,”
the star muses.
-Citing a lack of interest in his current hairstyle, the rapper decides to
grow an afro and Fu Manchu mustache. Before speaking at an awards
ceremony, he publicly shaves his
eyebrows to raise money for needy
children in Africa.
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-At his own birthday party, Kanye
flips multiple tables in disgust after
finding out his cake only has six layers of ice cream. “I thought I said
I only eat prime numbers of food,
since I’m the best. PRIME!” he rages
later on his twitter.

SUGAR HIGH

-During an upcoming Apple keynote
event, Kanye introduces the next
version of the iPad by throwing them
like Frisbees into the crowd. Security later chases him off the premises
after it turns out he tied up Steve
Jobs and stole his black sweater
rather than asking nicely.

... book-face from front

people “why?” Why not answer
these requests? They tell me that it is
because they don’t know the person,
and I retort with, “Then why not deny
them?” But they don’t. These guys
just leave the request in some kind
of friend request limbo, and it irritates
me to no end.

-Looking for a place to shoot an impromptu music video for his new album, he and his crew storm a busy
and still functioning McDonalds, performing amidst patrons and employees before leaving 15 minutes later.

The Quiz Masters: Another classic,
we all know these people as the
ones who will sit on Facebook taking
every obscure quiz. Their reason? I
suspect a number of things maybe
they suffer from extreme boredom
that can only be fulfilled by quiz taking or they just want to take quizzes
so that they can display them to all
their Facebook friends and say things
like, “hey see according to this quiz
I am a Jedi.”

-In a fit of democratic fervor, West
sponsors a leaflet drop on North
Korea. Messages are said to include
“Now I ain’t saying Kim’s a gold digger, but really, he is” and “Ki-Ki-Kim
you can’t kill me / freedom makes
me stronger.”
-To celebrate his personal glory,
Kanye melts down all the awards
he’s won and recasts them as a giant
golden bust of himself. Each tooth
is a specially carved diamond, every
hair a thread of pure carbon fiber.
According to the rapper, “Thousands
of years in the future, archaeologists
will uncover this masterpiece and
say to themselves, ‘Dayum, now that
is a fine man.’” And his statue will be
revered as a God among men... or
just a jack-ass.

Brought to you by Jon “Big-O” Mahan

This past weekend, a seemingly normal ___________ (city) man attempted to run over his ex____________ (relationship) with his ___________ (vehicle). Upon further investigation into the attempt,
the police found that the man had ___________ (verb) to the woman at the local ___________ (restaurant). Sounds like just an amazing place to get ______________ (verb2) to, doesn’t it? In either case, the
man apparently wrote on the back window of the _____________ (vehicle) in black marker of some sort
“_______________(name) will you __________(action) me?” When she denied him at the ____________
(restaurant) he became so enraged that he tried to ________(verb) her. And the rest is history....

This guy is such an ass... nobody wants to
see that when they sign on in the morning.

gossip and all of the day’s happenings. Their life revolves around
facebook and hence it becomes
their Lifebook. They are the kind of
people that comment on everything
they can and add as many friends as
they can. If they don’t add at least
ten friends a day their life would just
be unfulfilled.
Picture Collectors and FGAS: These
are the people that document
everything that happens in their life
with a more pictures than photography convention. The worst of
these people tend to be those that
obsessively take hundreds of pictures of themselves and have a new
profile picture at least once every
ten minutes. FGAS? Well, that stands
for Fat Girl (or Guy) Angle Shot, you
all know them. They are the ones
that take pictures of themselves that
manage to hide their size, usually it
only shows their face, but we know
what is really going on.

Gossipers/ Lifebook: People that fall
into this category
tend to be the
people that sit on
Facebook all day
everyday so they That being said what kind of FaceMetal workingknow about all the book user are you?
Hot AND Shiny...
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